
What is it all about?
The aim of this project is to identify, map and celebrate Ancient, veteran, 
heritage and notable trees across the regions of Newcastle, North Tyneside and 
Northumberland. By so doing we will help to conserve and protect these trees for 
generations to come and enable our children and indeed our children’s children to 
also enjoy the pleasure and benefits that they provide.

We are famously a nation that celebrates trees, a fact born out in the names of 
our towns and our public houses. Indeed, it has only recently been discovered that 
England boasts more Oak trees between the age of 400 – 600 years of age than the 
whole of Europe put together!

We too have Oak trees notably the Collingwood Oaks, but also have many other 
species to celebrate. We live in one of the least charted areas in the UK in tree terms 
yet have one of the most diverse and undisputedly resilient range of species to be 
found anywhere in the country. From our native Junipers and the William’s Cleugh 
pines, to those magnificent trees planted on our Estates, in our Cities and in our 
Churchyards across the region, we have much to celebrate and applaud. We now 
just need with your help, to go out there, enjoy those trees, tell their stories and put 
them on the map!

To get involved or find out more information about Northumbria 
Vetran Tree Project email info@veterantreeproject.com

How you can Help
Do you know of any significant trees 
across the region that might meet the 
criteria for Ancient, Veteran or notable 
trees? If you do, then we would like to hear 
from you. If a tree or trees has a special 
significance for you or your family or the 
area you live in, again we would love to 
know and tell that story. That tree will then 
be recorded by our volunteers, its details 
added to our database and the tree then 
celebrated in the gallery!



Wanted
Volunteers who are tireless tree 
enthusiasts and good listeners. Must 
be willing to go out in all weathers, 
hear people’s stories and measure 
then record those nominated trees. 
You do not have to be tree experts 
necessarily to volunteer for this role 
as training will be provided. 

To find out how you can help email  
info@veterantreeproject.com

THE WAY FORWARD - SCHOOL 
INVOLVEMENT
Adopt a tree
The final project aim is to highlight those 
trees nominated across the region by you 
the public.

Those trees will then have been recorded 
by us and celebrated in our gallery. They will 
then ultimately be adopted by local primary 
schools, who will then be able to engage in 
a range of activities linked to their adopted 
tree or trees. These activities might include 
double checking those tree measurements 
looking for all those creepy crawlies, finding 
out what other creatures rely on their tree 
and ultimately telling that story behind their 
local tree in prose, poems artwork or song!

The project will culminate in a display and 
celebration of the children’s work in the 
Woodland centre at Kirkley Hall and an 
ongoing display of work will also be shown 
on the project gallery page.


